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Attacks against P2P networks

Many of the unstructured P2P systems presented so far do 

not offer good security and privacy features

Easy to attack a centralized server (Napster)

Easy to attack against Gnutella 

Target signalling traffic or ultra nodes 

(note: 0.4V Gnutella random graph tolerates attacks 

against nodes)

Query flood attacks

Attacks on Web servers (HTTP)

File pollution

Skype has security features but not decentralized, only 

stores the phonebook



The Freenet Solution I/II

Many of these shortcomings are addressed in the Freenet 

file sharing system proposed by Ian Clarke in 1999

Freenet introduces

anonymity in file sharing 

protection of both authors and readers

content availability through aggressive caching

http://www.freenetproject.org/



The Freenet Solution II

The system works in a bit different way to Gnutella, because 

it allows users to publish content to the P2P networks 

and then disconnect from the network

The published content will remain in the network and be 

accessible for users until it is eventually removed if there 

is not enough interest in the data

The Freenet network is responsible for keeping the data 

available and distributing it data in a secure and 

anonymous way



Overview of Freenet

The Freenet network is a decentralized loosely structured 

overlay network similar to Gnutella

The system is a self-organizing P2P network and creates 

a collaborative virtual file system by pooling unused 

disk space

 Prominent features of the system include emphasis on 

security, publisher anonymity, and deniability. Moreover, 

the system also focuses on data replication for 

availability and performance. 

Each node maintains a dynamic routing table to be able to 

process requests for certain files. In order to obtain a file, 

a user sends a request message that includes a key for 

the desired file



Freenet Aims and Properties

Aims

Anonymity for publishers and readers

Deniability for data storers

Resistance to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks

Efficient storage and routing

Decentralization

Properties

File is the unit of storage

No guarantees for permanent storage

Application layer operation

File names are replaced by location-independent keys

Lazy replication (caching) to maximize availability



Freenet components

The Freenet network consists of three crucial parts:
– Bootstrapping, which pertains to how a new node 

enters the network
– File identifier keys, which are needed to be able to 

find files in the network. The keys can be derived 

using several different ways and each of them have 

their implications for the system and security
– Key-based routing, which is the process of finding a 

node that hosts the desired file



Keys Explained

Content-hash key (CHK)

 Key is derived from hashing the content of a file/description

Problems: minimal protection against tampering 
(dictionary attacks)

Signed-subspace key (SSK)

Key is derived from a public key generated by the user; 

creates a personal namespace 

Keyword-signed key (KSK)

Key is derived from a short descriptive string chosen by the 

user when the file is inserted into the system 

Problems: flat namespace (collisions), key squatting, 
dictionary attacks

An indirection mechanism can be used to handle updates to 

content



Keys and Freenet File Types

CHKs (Content Hash Key) are useful for single non-mutable files, for 

example audio and video files (simply a hash of the file). Retrieval with 

file key and random key. 

SSKs (Signed Subspace Key) are intended for sites with mutable data. A 

typical usage case involves a Web site.  Hash of a public key, 

symmetric key (string). Defines a personal namespace that anyone can 

read (string, public key), but can be written only with the private key. 

USK (Updatable Subspace Key) are used for creating a link to the most 

current version of an SSK site. They are essentially wrappers around 

SSKs.

KSK (Keyword Signed Keys) are used for human-understandable links 

that do not require trust in the creator.  A keypair is generated from the 

keyword (a string).

Indirect files allow metadata-based distributed pointers to a file.



Example: Updates with CHK and SSK

Publish CHK + decryption key (content is encrypted with a 

symmetric key)

Create SSK to point to the latest CHK version

Access with string + public key

Write with private key (update the CHK)

Sign published file with the private key

Can be used to split files



SSK example (retrieval using strings and 
public keys)

String

EncryptEncrypt

HashHashPublic key

Private key

SignSign

File key

Stored file

HashHash

XORXOR
HashHash

Private key is 
used to sign file

String is used to 
encrypt file



Details on SSK

The author generates a cryptographic keypair and a 

symmetric key (from the description)

When a file is inserted into Freenet, it is encrypted with the 

symmetric key and signed with the private key. The 

signature is stored with the file.

The SSK consists of:

 a hash of the public key, and the symmetric key. 

Freenet nodes can verify the signature when the SSK file 

comes into their node, and also so that clients can verify 

the signature when retrieving the file. The symmetric key 

is used by clients to decrypt the file.

Only node with private key can write (create new versions)



KSK example (retrieval using string)

String
Key 

generation
Key 

generation

EncryptEncrypt

HashHashPublic key

Private key

File and 
Signing
File and 
Signing File key

Stored file

Private key is 
used to sign file

String is used to 
encrypt file



Example of KSK Usage

1. A deterministic algorithm is used to generate a cryptographic 

public/private key pair and a symmetric key based on the file 

description.  The same description will results in the same 

keys irrespective of the node performing the computation.

2. The public key is stored with the data and it will be used to 

verify the authenticity of the data.

3. The file is encrypted using the symmetric encryption key.

4. The private key is used to sign the file.

5. In order to retrieve the file, a user needs to know the file 

description. This description can then be used to generate 

the decryption key.
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Bootstrapping

Join process on startup 
New peer receives “seednodes.ref”
Client obtains an unique node id
  Commitment process
  1. Send an announcement message that is is propagated for TTL
   2. Each node generates a random seed, XORs it with the hash
  it received, and hashes the result again to create a commitment
  3. Nodes on the path reveal their seeds and the key for the new 
     node is the XOR of the seeds
  4. Nodes on the path then add the new node in their routing table

File insertion creates also routing state
Main point: nodes cannot choose identity or neighbours
Peers only know their immediate upstream and downstream neighbours



Freenet messages

Freenet has the following central messages:
– Data insert. This message allows a node to insert 

new data into the network. The message includes a 

key and the data file.
– Data request. A node requests for a certain file. The 

request contains the key of the file.
– A reply. The reply is sent by the node that has the 

requested file. The actual file is included in the reply 

message.
– Data failed. This operation denotes a failure to locate 

a file. The message will contain the location of the 

node where the failure occurs and the reason.



Search Operation

Search locates a file based on the given key

The request contains (key, TTL (hops-to-live))

Message discarded when TTL is zero with “Data not Found” failure, TTL is not 

immediately set to zero but with the message is still forwarded with some 

probability 

Unique message identifiers are used to detect loops. 

Each node keeps identifier state

File is cached on reply path 

Improve subsequent access (spread popular data)

Improve fault tolerance by replication

Search primitive is the basis for the insert operation
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Search in Freenet

id   next_hop     file

…
…

Depth-first search
With backtracking
Use the lexicographically 
closest file key 

Routing table:

Search and insert are similar.
Insert uses search to find a 
closest node after TTL, collision
gives a search result.
If success, file cached at intermediate nodes



LOCAL NODE

LOCAL STORE

1. REQUEST (key, TTL)
7. DELIVER FILE

2. CHECK 
LOCAL STORE 
FOR FILE

5. CACHE FILE

3. FORWARD REQUEST BASED ON 
ROUTING TABLE

4. RECEIVE FILE 

6. UPDATE ROUTING TABLE

File retrieval and search

Adapted from: http://courses.cs.vt.edu/cs5204/fall02/Overheads/PDF-2up/Freenet-2up.pdf



File Insertion

Is similar to the search primitive

First a search for the file key, if the file is found there is a 

collision (and the insert becomes a retrieval)

If there is no collision, implement the actual insert file 

operation and propagate the data on the path of the initial 

message

Intermediate nodes can claim to be inserter of the file or say 

an arbitrary node is the inserter to improve security 

(mainly the deniability)



LOCAL NODE

LOCAL STORE

1. INSERT (file, key)

2. CHECK 
LOCAL STORE 
FOR FILE

5. IF FILE RECEIVED, CACHE

6. IF OK received send file 

3. SEND INSERT USING ROUTING TABLE

4. RECEIVE FILE OR OK

7. IF FILE RECEIVED, UPDATE ROUTING TABLE

File Insertion (2nd stage)

Inserted files are cached along the search path  after 
a preset TTL (do not store too close to source)
Insert announces the (current) node to the network
If collision  treat as search

Adapted from: http://courses.cs.vt.edu/cs5204/fall02/Overheads/PDF-2up/Freenet-2up.pdf



Depth-first search with backtracking

Similar to reverse path routing of Gnutella

Nodes only know the neighbouring nodes, origin IP is 

masked

Nodes keep track of the local search process

Differences to Gnutella

Key-based routing (routing table)

Iterative rather than flooding

Files are transferred over the network

Network stores the files (publisher can leave)



Freenet routing properties

The routing and location algorithm result in four key 

properties:
– Over time nodes tend to specialize in requesting for 

similar keys as they receive search requests from 

other nodes for similar keys
– As the consequence of the above, nodes tend to 

store similar keys over time.
–  Keys are semantic free and the similarity of keys 

does not result in similarity of the files
– Higher-level routing is independent of the underlying 

network topology



Security and Anonymity

Confidentiality through encrypted data and encrypted 
hop-by-hop connections

Anonymity is achieved by modifying source of packet 
(reverse path state makes this possible) also 
replace original source

Security
Private key signature for identifier type that can be 
verified  secure updates

Reverse path caching makes attempts to introduce 
a bogus file result in the file being replicated more

Collisions make file more popular



Small World Model



Freenet Small World

Experiment identified existence of a scale-free 
power-law degree distribution in the network

The tail of the distribution represents the highly 
connected nodes that result in the short path 
length property

The distribution approximates a power law with the 
exception of an anomalous point



Freenet versions

There are significant differences between Freenet protocol 

versions

Before version 0.7, the system used a heuristic algorithm 

where nodes did not have fixed locations and routing was 

based finding the closest node that advertised a given 

key

Upon successful request, new shortcut connections were 

sometimes created between the requesting node and the 

responder, and old connections were discarded

This was changed to an algorithm that clusters nodes 

together and creates shortcuts (trying to leverage small 

world properties)



Freenet v0.75

Version 0.75 builds on 0.7 and has some new elements

Details in article (The Dark Freenet, 2010)

https://freenetproject.org/assets/papers/freenet-0.7.5-

paper.pdf

Limiting connections to trusted nodes preferred (”Darknet”)

New user must know an existing user and be authenticated 

by the user

Alternative ”Opennet” mode possible without authentication



Version 0.7 and 0.75 routing

Assumes small-world property observed in how people relate in the real-life 

(and how airports etc. form), average path length is small

Small-world: each node in the network knows its physical neighbors as well as 

a small number of randomly chosen distant nodes.

 Definition: A small world network is a network with a dense local structure and 

a diameter comparable to a random graph

Locations and keys (as numbers), locations are identities in the network

Key-based routing with backtracking with the location optimization 

Initially random keys, then location swapping (darknet) or path folding 

(opennet) to optimize overlay network topology



Routing in Freenet

The new algorithm introduced the notion of node location, which is a 

number between 0 and 1

This location metric is used to cluster nodes. 

File names are also transformed into numbers

Easy to compare file number to node number

Idea: place data to numerically closest node, cache data towards 

this node, locally greedy routing

This kind of approach works well with popular data, the more a file is 

requested by clients, the more it will cached by intermediate nodes

Simulator: https://github.com/Thynix/routing-simulator



Joining the network (opennet)

The new node with location x published an announcement 

message towards location x

Intermediate nodes forwarding the message can add the 

requesting node as a neighbour if they need more 

neighbours

 In default, each Freenet node can have up to 40 

neighbours

With a high probability, nodes with close-by locations are 

clustered together; however, a node may also have far-

away destinations



Freenet Routing in Detail

1. When a client issues a request for a file, the node first 

checks if the file is locally available in the data store. If the 

file is not found, the file key is turned into a number in a 

similar fashion. 

2. The request is then routed to the node that has the 

numerically closest location value to the key.

3. This routing process is repeated until a preset number of 

hops is reached. 

4. If the desired file is found during the routing process, the 

file is cached on each node along the path (given that there 

is room).

Insertion of a file is similar.



Routing Decision

 Routing decision is made based on the 

distance between the routing key (a number between 0 and 

1), and 

the locations of the neighbors of the current node, 

and the locations of the neighbors of its neighbors.

Freenet uses two-hop routing lookup instead of one-hop 

lookup at each node



LOCAL NODE

LOCAL STORE

1. REQUEST (key, TTL)
6. DELIVER FILE

2. CHECK 
LOCAL STORE 
FOR FILE

5. CACHE FILE

3. FORWARD REQUEST BASED ON 
ROUTING TABLE

4. RECEIVE FILE 

Search with New Routing Algorithm

Old: routing based on 
advertisements and 
closest key
New: routing based on 
closest distance (key, 
node locations)

Separate process to learn 
about neighbouring 
nodes (identifiers):
Joining, processing joins, 
and location swapping



Leveraging Small World Property

Small-world: each node in the network knows its physical 

neighbors as well as a small number of randomly chosen 

distant nodes.

Opennet:

Location-based clustering

Path folding (how to pick short edge)

Darknet

Location swapping (how to improve clustering)



Path Folding (Opennet)

When a search completes successfully, nodes along the 

path can form new connections.

Every node on a search path has a constant probability to 

move its shortcut edge to target the request node.



Location Swapping in Freenet  (darknet)

Node swap is needed for clustering

Nodes swap location information in order to position its location in an 

optimal way to its peers (calculated based on distance to neighbours’ 

location)

A node randomly chooses a node in its proximity and sends a swap 

request with a probe message (random walk) that has a TTL (typically 

six)

A swap is performed if the swap reduces distances, otherwise the 

swap is performed with a probability based on the calculated 

distances

Deterministic swap always decreases the average distances of a node 

to its neighbours, probabilistic swap is used to escape local minima



Location swapping details

N. Evans et al. Routing in the Dark: Pitch Black



Problems with Freenet Routing

The new Freenet routing algorithm is unable to provide 

performance guarantees with active malicious participants

 The algorithm also degenerates over time (even with passive 

adversaries) if the network experiences churn

 The recommended approach to address both problems is to 

periodically reset the locations of peers

Also: no guarantee to locate data and the network can forget old 

data (no requests  no replication)



Privacy in Freenet

Privacy is realized using a variation of Chaum’s mix-net 

scheme for anonymous communication

Messages travel through the network through node-to-node 

chains. Each link is individually encrypted. Each node in 

this chain knows only about its immediate neighbours, 

the endpoints are decoupled from each other

This approach protects both the publishers and the 

consumers. It is very difficult for an adversary to destroy 

a file because it is distributed across the network

Challenges: Location swapping exposes network 

topology



MIX

MIX routes and forwards messages from several senders 

to several receivers in such a way that no relation 

between any particular sender and any particular receiver 

can be discerned by an external observer

The classic application of MIX has been untraceable digital 

pseudonyms

 Other application cases are synchronous and asynchronous 

communication systems, and electronic voting systems. 

Most applications use a cascade of MIXes forming so called 

MIX-net

MIX-nets obfuscate the relation between the senders and 

receivers 

Onion routing is based on this idea



44

Mix Networks (slide from J. Feigenbaum, WITS’08)

1. User selects a sequence of mixes 
and a destination.

2. Onion-encrypt the message.

3. Send the message, removing a 
layer of encryption at each mix.

M1

M2

M3

u d

Protocol Onion Encrypt

1. Proceed in reverse order 
of the user’s path.

2. Encrypt (message,     
next hop) with the public 
key of the mix.

{{{,d}M3
,M3}M2

,M2}M1

Adversary

Users Mixes Destinations



Privacy in Freenet II

MIX is used as a pre-routing phase in Freenet

A request goes through one or more MIX stages (with 

nested encryption) to the first Freenet node

Offers sender anonymity and security for the first hop



Anonymity of Freenet

Attack model Sender 
anonymity

Key anonymity 
(hiding key 
requested 
/inserted)

Freenet Local 
eavesdropper

Exposed Exposed

Freenet Collusion 
(collaborating 
attackers)

Beyond suspicion Exposed

Freenet + mix Local 
eavesdropper

Exposed Beyond suspicion

Freenet + mix Collusion 
(collaborating 
attackers)

 Beyond suspicion Exposed

Beyond suspicion = cannot distinguish between potential sends
Exposed = adversary can prove who sent



Review Questions on Freenet v0.75 I/II

How can Freenet verify processed/routed documents?

1. By utilizing the document key that is a hash of the 

document. It is easy to verify. 2. Using PKI and metadata. 

Check signature.

What about latency, does the routing take delay into 

account?

In 2003-2005 Freenet used latency as a metric for routing, 

this was replaced by the small world design that uses the 

overlay topology distance (location numbers). 

Security/performance are open issues at the moment.

Is the original source included in messages?

There is a field for this but it can be any node on the path so 

far to protect the anonymity. The path folding optimization 

picks some of these for the long-range links. 



Review questions II

When does a node store a document?

When it is closer to the key than the neighbours.

What about storage?

Files are encrypted, but for some files the nodes will know 

the encryption key (CHK that hashes the description for 

the key). 

How are versions managed (website etc.)

SSK is used for a site. You increment a version number 

each time you update. You use USK (Updatable Subspace 

Key) to point to the current version. You can thus append 

and modify content (but it gets a new version number).

What caching policy is used by Freenet?

0.75 uses a random scheme (earlier versions LRU)



Review questions III

Is location swapping secure?

No, location swapping is vulnerable to certain kinds of 

attacks (bogus swap requests to drag location toward 

specific point). It is a weak point in the system and an 

open issue in the community. This is why it is only used 

for darknets.

https://wiki.freenetproject.org/Research_challenges



Freenet v0.7

Decentralization Similar to DHTs, two modes (darknet and 
opennet), two tiers

Foundation Keywords and text strings are used to 
identify data objects. Assumes small world 
structure for efficiency

Routing function Clustering using node location and file 
identifier. Searches from peer to peer using 
text string. Path folding optimization

Routing performance Search based on Hop-To-Live, no 
guarantee to locate data. With small world 
property O(log(n)2) hops are required, 
where n is the number of nodes.

Routing state With small world property O(log(n)2) 

Reliability 
No central point of failure



BitTorrent Freenet v0.7 Gnutella v0.4 Gnutella v0.7

Decentralization Centralized model Similar to DHTs, two 
modes (darknet and 
opennet), two tiers

Flat topology (random 
graph),  equal peers

Random graph with two 
tiers. Two kinds of nodes, 
regular and ulta nodes. 
Ultra nodes are 
connectivity hubs

Foundation Tracker Keywords and text strings 
are used to identify data 
objects. Assumes small 
world structure for 
efficiency

 Flooding mechanism Selective flooding using 
the ultra nodes

Routing function Tracker Clustering using node 
location and file identifier. 
Path folding optimization 
(opennet). Location 
swapping (darknet).

Flooding mechanism Selective flooding 
mechanism

Routing 
performance

Guarantee to locate 
data, good 
performance for 
popular data

Search based on Hop-To-
Live, no guarantee to 
locate data. With small 
world property O(log(n)2) 
hops are required, where 
n is the number of nodes.

Search until Time-To-Live 
expires, no guarantee to 
locate data

Search until Time-To-Live 
expires, second tier 
improves efficiency, no 
guarantee to locate data

Routing state Constant, choking 
may occur

With small world property 
O(log(n)2) 

Constant (reverse path 
state, max rate and TTL 
determine max state)

Constant (regular to ultra, 
ultra to ultra). Ultra nodes 
have to manage leaf 
node state.

Reliability 
Tracker keeps track 
of the peers and 
pieces

No central point of failure Performance degrades 
when the number of peer 
grows. No central point.

Performance degrades 
when the number of peer 
grows. Hubs are central 
points that can be taken 
out.



Summary

We can summarize that unstructured P2P networks have favourable 

properties for a class of applications 

The applications need to be willing to accept best effort content discovery 

and exchange, and to host replicated content and then share the 

content with other peers

The peers may come and go and the system state is transient (minimal 

assumptions on how long each peer participates in the network)

Key point I: data can be placed on an arbitrary node, typically no 

guarantees on finding the data 

Key point II: Structure and clustering is good. 

The dominant operation in this class of applications is keyword-based 

searching for content
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